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Late drama Air Jordan IV GS "Bred" 2013-12-08 22:16:24
Jordan Brand at the 2012 Olympic theme destined inseparable from sight, engraved in its program this year also reflected. But every
end of Jordan Brand will certainly be a big operation. This pair of Air Jordan IV GS "Bred" is one of them, red, black, gray color of the
classic Olympic level is not lost color. And jumpman's logo at the tongue and the soles are also clearly visible. Meanwhile, the
engraved Air Jordan IV GS "Bred" GS version will also be introduced. Presumably so color classic shoes will be a lot of shoes fan
favorite.
Nike LeBron 10 Florida home color Real Spy Shots 2013-12-08 22:27:19
Nike LeBron series in the new color will always try, since LeBron 9 Low's "Floridians" Release and popular color, this color will
continue to follow to flourish on 10 LeBron. Earlier versions of the existing road color exposure in Florida, and now see the kind of spy
for the home color version. Shoes in white color, and the whole palm-lined midsole Zoom in orange, pink lace buckle embellishment
to take the lead in the bottom of the shoe and diamond-shaped ornamental outsole, tongue and reverse Swoosh is black. ;
Nike World Basketball Festival Nike Basketball sneakers show nearly 20 years 2013-12-08 22:18:22
Before the Nike World Basketball Festival WBF 2012 Dream Team training report already mentioned Washington Gallery in
Washington in an armory, exhibition on display this year in addition to the player's dream team jerseys and boots and 92 members of
the Dream Team player and boots, but also display the Dream Team from 1992 to 2012 the 20-year period Nike Basketball
continues to introduce new basketball shoes, following on a closer look at this 20 years, the launch of the classic Nike shoes .
Nike Zoom Rookie LWP postpone the sale of commercially available version of the Galaxy global color 2013-12-08 22:35:12 on the
boom in the galaxy gradually dispersed when this pair of Nike Zoom Rookie LWP Galaxy timely introduction of color, letting the hot
The color has become the focus of our talk, but according to reliable sources, this pair was originally scheduled for October 6 the
world's limited sale Nike Zoom Rookie LWP various reasons postponed to October 19, but a clear picture of the commercially
available version already in exposure on the network, let us first to see it now.
Reebok Insta Pump Fury digital camouflage color is now on sale 2013-12-08 22:19:00
This month Nike brought us to the digital camouflage design inspired Air Force 1, and is now also the subject of digital camouflage,
Reebok has brought us a different feeling. This was on sale this month Insta Pump Fury shoes with black synthetic fabric and patent
leather build, black and white gray digital camouflage pattern on the shoe body is covered with a side portion, is lined with fluorescent
green. Compared to Nike's sense of science fiction, Reebok's closer this digital camouflage military style.
San tide three generations CLOT & times; kzkLOT Superstar 80's ROYALE BLUE 2013-12-08 22:13:05
Summer is the season of the influx of people to express individuality, while Tee and shorts are very ordinary summer dress, how to
show themselves different? At the foot of the shoes of this nature is a powerful guarantee. The success of previous years, the main
reason people make two Edison and Kuraishi a tree continue to offer the CLOT x Kazuki Kuraishi kzkLOT Superstar 80's ROYALE
BLUE. Three years this trend a wave and then a wave, a wave after wave. 2012.6,22 JUICE will be the first sale.
Ursus Bape 2012 autumn Postman enjoy 2013-12-08 22:32:15 Ursus Bape shoes by Bape NIGO and WTAPS TET main reason the
two sides together to launch the series, starting from 2009 up to now has entered a third years. Ursus Bape clothing with the
American military and the main source of design, recently released this Postman shoes will be a blend of these two ideas to create,
build pure leather shoes with smooth rounded toe with raw rubber outsole, simple and highly capable. This time launched a total of
two versions of brown and black, very fit and retro style clothing with campus together.
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Free this is a popular running shoes made by the famous sports brand NIKE, this year is the 10 anniversary of the birth of the.
Introduced a variety of new color. And recently announced the full black color, is also very attractive. Vamp and special crocodile
texture rendering, suede material match nylon mesh composed of a shoe body. Finally, equipped with comfortable free outsole.
Create a very level of dark soul shoes. I think this is a black lover can not be missed yo, and interested friends can go to buy Titolo. 
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Turn fur material spliced ??to create Yuketen Maine Guide DB 5 EYE Quatro 2013-12-08 22:27:58
Yuketen California is a hand from the United States footwear brand, the brand specializes in the introduction of high quality
handmade shoes based. Recently, ; Yuketen released a series of new autumn and winter shoes, each have been a good Fanxiang.
The ; Yuketen gave us brought a Yuketen Maine Guide DB 5 EYE Quatro, this shoe shoes turned fur materials used to build, and with
brown, beige, brown and green four color mosaic, all hand-sewn. Like splicing element friends can not miss.
Star Wars (Star Wars) This makes impressed sci-fi blockbuster, recently has begun preparations for a seventh Star Wars (Star
Wars), this well-known high-end branch skateboard brand vans Vans Vault will chase momentum We launched the 2014 spring and
summer series of joint cooperation. The design with Slip-On, Sk8-Hi and Era and other classic shoes modeled into the All Terrain



Armored Transport Imperial walker, pirate-style Darth Storm printing and so on, this series will be designated in its May 4 Retail
shops sale, interested friends may pay more attention to the follow-up reports PKPOP!
Jason Kidd (Jason & middot; Kidd) the NBA legend, giving the left a deep impression, when the pair NIKE Zoom Uptempo V iconic
aliens with big eyes, is definitely the focus of the court . The Fan nike company is launching a new design was to miss Jason Kidd
(Jason & middot; Kidd) left us a good impression. This Nike Zoom Uptempo V PRM new color design, mainly in black showing the
bottom of the use of white wave pattern matching, and the iconic golden eyes used to highlight. This time the shoe is on sale in
Kinetics Tokyo, which is priced at? 15, 000 yen, interested friends do not miss yo!
well-known sports brand adidas and fashion designer Rick Owens groups of Tech Runner joint shoes, since last year's debut in the
2014 spring and summer fashion show, its popularity soared, becoming all fashionistas buying inventory in the fashion items one.
This is to announce its Rick Owens for adidas 2014 Winter Series Tech Runner shoes, this time designed to help low-presentation,
stitching suede and mesh material is more simple, soles of Rick Owens iconic zigzag pattern, 4 models were introduced color, which
is priced at $ 790. Interested friends may wish to pay more attention to yo!
Sports player Ronnie Fieg x ASICS launched a new color shoes
2012-08-01 11:59:19 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: hypebeast] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network August 1 hearing, Ronnie Fieg produced will be the best, I believe that this awareness has become the
consensus of the recent trend circle, recently teamed up again and Asics, launched a new color of Gel Saga, named "Neptune".
Unique lake blue suede with rich texture Gel Saga in addition to a pair of old shoes, popular in the 1980s exudes fresh vitality. 
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Related news
NIKE will be held on December 14 launched Nike ; Zoom ; Kobe ; II ; Prelude, inspired by the engraving on the marble epic
basketball great Kobe, Kobe recalled coming in basketball history. With four consecutive games over 50-point performance, Kobe ;
Bryant led the Los Angeles out of the shadows, and improve their game to a higher level of competition. Zoom ; Kobe ; II is designed
for high-intensity combat basketball game to create, design the perfect texture and gold marble Crochet presented Kobe ; Bryant
year struggle for the glory years.
Following the French fashion brand APC had opened its second store in Los Angeles, recently the focus back to Europe, the
creation of the latest brand stores in London, Notting Hill area. This time the shop design with a full wood and white walls create,
decorated ceramic jewelry, natural flavor strong, also in line with the APC stores and open environment echoed site design
philosophy. Shop space presents more beneficial to consumers who shop in the list view, including the brand new series of products
for purchase, a recent friend might be living in the UK to visit the store in person.
high-end fashion brands from Italy MARNI and Nippon package had already been many big PORTER cooperation, as both sides
overwhelmed the sixth joint, produced naturally handy, this new single product collection includes backpacks, zipper wallets. Package
decoration take soft nylon fabric, equipped with striped Plaid elements to bring out the elegant atmosphere, combined with excellent
design MARNI Porter superior production technology, but also must be excellent quality assurance. It is reported that the series will
be officially on sale this month on the 21st, like a friend can not miss.
To celebrate the flagship store in Tokyo completion PARADISE TOKYO, Japanese fashion brand WACKO MARIA recently issued a
limited jacket single product. The fan release classic MA-1 and N-1 jacket, with navy blue and light brown color attitude debut, jackets
printed on the back using the word "GULITY PARTIES" 3M material to build and compelling. Material aspects of the use of high-
quality cotton and alpaca wool material, so that the jacket enhanced thermal features, the overall tough style rendering. It is reported
that a single product is now on sale, priced at 55,000 yen and 85,000 yen.
adidas adiZero Rose 773 USA gold color physical exposure 2013-12-08 22:21:01
You can say injuries are the most professional game sad thing, because of this, Ross early goodbye to this season, a lot of people
feel sorry, knee surgery this summer, naturally, that he missed the US team's gold medal journey. But another way to help adidas
Rose "round gold medal dream", that is before our eyes this "USA gold" color adiZero Rose 773. Shoes with navy blue-based
colors, coupled with gold and red in the bottom of the tongue and outsole, heel TPU material is showing a reflective iridescent effect.
Air Jordan 1 Phat GS new exposure image and article information 2013-12-08 22:26:39
Breath 
Olympics is not over yet, before Jordan Brand has launched a variety of Olympic-related products and shoes, including platinum color
shoes. The network exposure The Air Jordan 1 Phat GS White Matte Silver Metallic Gold shoes in the GS version also introduced
platinum color, I believe that such a high temperature color will be favored by the majority of the girls. Now it's clear almost exposed
image and article information, like friends expect it to come. 
Air Jordan 1 Phat GS 
Num: 454659-135
Burst spray Nike Air Foamposite One "112" Customs by Chef 2013-12-08 22:31:43 burst crack has been popular design elements,
each pair of shoes will have burst crack due attention, but if Air Foamposite One use the burst crack it? Today we give you bring one
pair of Nike Air Foamposite One burst crack. This pair of Nike Air Foamposite One prototype is in the market last year, "Lemon"
color, designer shoe burst crack pattern completely changed, and there are friends like tube this double Nike Air Foamposite One
called "elephant" color, we You have to admire this personal customized version.
; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] 21 April afternoon in 2014, "Manchester United Youth Football Super Cup" football
club Shandong Luneng ended successfully. 

; ; ; ; ; In the final, Shandong Luneng 2: 1 victory over Wuhan second in championship, will represent China in the world this year in July
in Manchester conducted "Manchester United Youth Football Super Cup "final round. (Chinese shoes Network - the most
authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partners: shoe ; clothing and shoes information.)



Nas on foot Nike Air Force 180 "Olympic" 2013-12-08 22:23:46
Nas full name Nasir Jones, US rap star, work style always outspoken way to expose the reality of the dark side of American life on the
streets, so that black fellow empathy. Jones foot on this show in Nasir Nike Air Force 180 "Olympic" coming out arena with
camouflage trousers. During the Olympic Games in London to launch the Dream Team Nike series shoes product engraved, brought
back memories of the people within a classic Basa Luo Olympics, back to the Dream Team of The Age of Innocence. Nike
basketball classic writing again.
Nike WMNS 2014 spring sports players Rosherun Print shoes
2013-12-06 09:28:48 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: hypebeast] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network News December 6, following the previous version Natural Motion, Nike recently as spring 2014 to prepare a
new spot texture Roshe Run shoes ladies section. Dark gray uppers covered a variety of shades of gray spots, Nike logo and outsole
are presented with a full black color, while the heel tab and tongue and other details on gray throughout. (Media Partner: clothing with)

Related news
Miami players to join sports shoe ShoeGallery tattoos off Upset Gentlemen Release Adidas ZX 700 Boat
2010-01-28 09:49:09 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: different potential flow] Print ; Close 

; ; ; Chinese shoes network on January 28 hearing, Miami's top shoe shoe ShoeGallery Miami to join Mai Miami Ink Miami Tattoo
passenger Upset Gentlemen Release Adidas ZX 700 Boat shoes tide. Plaid clear and snakeskin pattern material ornament on top
of this wine red oil leather shoes really exciting endless tide. 

Related news
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Recently, organized by the Chinese Olympic Committee, ANTA Sports Products Limited
sponsored the 27th Olympic Chinese Olympic Day Run in Beijing, Chongqing, Xiamen, Fuzhou, Shenyang, Hefei , Qingdao,
Hangzhou, Wuhan and other 23 cities nationwide open simultaneously. 

Running enthusiasts from Xiamen Asia Gulf Hotel, along the road around the island Tourist Road all the way to arrive coconut Village,
the entire total of three kilometers. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News, Media
Partners: Apparel IT)
Classic sports brand 
Saucony from the United States, recently launched its retro branch Saucony Originals 2014 autumn and winter "Cavity" do not note
series, were overwhelmed series includes two shoes. Shadow 5000 respectively, "Minty Fresh" color, as well as Shadow Original
"Black Razz" color. Design inspiration drawn to colorful summer ice cream, are made of high quality suede and nylon mesh to create
the body of the shoe, with the classic Saucony running shoes outsole, its comfort and design the perfect combination of fashion
trends in one. Interested friends may pay more attention.
US Open to begin soon, major well-known sports brands have not note the color of a single product goes tells HE intended. adidas
Originals has recently released a new set of "US Open" series of shoes, which include the popular force ZX Flux and classic tennis
shoe culture Stan Smith. ZX Flux shoes were using red and gray printing process to create, dynamic city is still full, Stan Smith to use
a simple white leather to create the body, and finally to "orange tail" followed as a decoration, the overall theme is very relevant US
Open. It is reported that the shoes will be on sale August 28.
Today, cultural development matures sneakers, shoes have become a topic no one does not talk. This time we bring you the
Sneakerness 2014 Zurich station wonderful review in the spring, as a large-scale exchange activities shoes sector, this time
Sneakerness held in Zurich, Switzerland, today there are nearly 5,000 fans attended shoes, sneakers quantity is more than
spectacular words can describe it! This time we PKPOP is a collection of 200 pictures, for readers to review this a spectacular
Sneakerness, did not talk much to say, let's slowly come to appreciate this in a ceremony sneakers.
Boston trend were together again recently by Bodega Reebok Fall 2015 issue "Tweed" series of shoes. The fan with the classic
running shoes Reebok Inferno as a design blueprint, to tweed cladding material, heel embellished suede, and as classic Reebok, the
assembly of the 1990s hot "honeycomb" technology to create in the end, and hexagonal external shading Road echoes, overall very
engaging. While the details such as the tongue of Bodega logo also marks the United multiply identity. It is reported that the new
series will be added to the sale on the 9th of this month, priced at 90 dollars.
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